The Reddings Residents Association
c/o Fayrecroft North Road East The Reddings Cheltenham Gloucestershire GL51 6RE

Response to Cheltenham Local Plan communication of 21st December 2018
ID no: 494 – The Reddings Residents’ Association
We would like to comment as follows on the Inspector’s Questions please.
Introduction
In respect of site E3 in the Local Plan, we attach copies of the closing arguments from the Appellant
developer and the LPA in respect of an Appeal heard by Inspector Paul Jackson from 8 January to 15
January 2019. The Inspector’s report is due for publication on, or before 1 March 2019.
The Appeal concerns the inclusion of A1 and A3 class retail and D class childcare/education on this sensitive
employment site which has extant permission for B class use. The site was in the greenbelt but was taken
out by the JCS Inspector, because the BMW building was in progress at the time.
The site is listed in table 11 of the Local Plan (LP) as being for hybrid use, although there is no permission
for this and we objected on that point.
The Barrister for the Appellant was very critical of the LP and its policies on a number of points, including
the unusual decision by the Council to have:
(Para. 3.4.2) “made no amendments whatsoever to the submission version. Indeed, there is no evidence
that the Council considered any objections raised against the emerging plan. Thus, all objections to the
emerging plan remain unresolved and, so far as the evidence suggests, they have not been considered”.
Within the appeal, many points that the Inspector makes in her questions on the various matters are
parried between the barristers. In doing so, they raise significant points in relation to site E3, but generally
in relation to: Policies SD1, EM2, SD4, CP7, the emerging local plan, paragraph 22 and 118 of the NPPF,
EM3, the JCS, employment land supply, the tilted balance, and points of law, amongst others, upon which
the Inspector has raised questions.
Copies of both closing submissions are included for balance, but serve to illustrate the non-robust nature of
the drafting of the LP. This is of great concern to ourselves and many other respondents that the Council
seem to have ignored following the consultations.
In respect of site E3, there is no existing retail policy which is relevant to The Reddings, yet much retail has
been built since 1998.
The site was in the very thin greenbelt strip separating Cheltenham from Churchdown (which has now
broadly been merged with Gloucester by the JCS) and the Tewkesbury BC boundary. The JCS process has
allowed the developer to remove it from the green belt and introduce retail. If either of the Appeals are
allowed, there will be a retail frontage along Grovefield Way.
The LP proposes significant extensions to the PUA’s along the remaining greenbelt strip adjoining
Grovefield Way. If these Appeals are permitted, the Council indicates that the new green belt sites will be
available for employment and/or housing. The risk of “retail contagion and uncontrolled sprawl” across the
remainder of site E3 and along Grovefield exacerbated by the absence of any retail plan in the area is
significant and will be facilitated by the proposed and sometimes unconnected policies proposed within the
draft local plan.
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The issues on site E3 variously concern the local plan green belt, housing supply, economic policy, vision
statements, health and environmental quality and transport policies of the LP in combination and can be
seen as a microcosm for the borough. The policies in the LP must therefore be robust in order to realise the
visions.
Matter 1 - Vision themes
1 & 2: The attached documents from the Appeal on site E3 demonstrate that the Visions are simply
aspirations. There is no substantial fabric within the draft LP to support them, or guide those charged with
implementing it.
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